Governor's Office Emergency Services
Hazardous Materials Spill Report

DATE: 06/01/2017
TIME: 2245
RECEIVED BY: Cal OES - 17-3865
CONTROL#: NRC -

1.a. PERSON NOTIFYING Cal OES:
1. NAME: 2. AGENCY: SoCal Gas
3. PHONE#: 4. Ext: 5. PAG/CELL:

1.b. PERSON REPORTING SPILL (If different from above):
1. NAME: 2. AGENCY: 3. PHONE#: 4. Ext: 5. PAG/CELL:

2. SUBSTANCE TYPE:
2. a. b.QTY:=Amount Measure c. TYPE: d. OTHER: e. PIPELINE f. VESSEL
SUBSTANCE: < >= 300 Tons
1. Gas = Unknown Lbs. VAPOR No No
2. = No No
3. = No No

5. DESCRIPTION: Per the caller consistent with our commitment to proactive and transparent communications, SoCal Gas would like to make you aware of an issue involving Crimson Oil, an independend 3rd party company that operates on the Aliso Canyon Property. Based upon information provided by SoCal Gas field personnel and subject to further investigation and confirmation, SoCal Gas believes the following to be true: on Wednesday May 24th, a SoCal Gas employee observed a minor gas leak from a threaded fitting on a 3" line operated by Crimson Oil. SoCal Gas personnel notified Crimson and was advised that Crimson would complete repairs by Tuesday, May 30. On Thursday, June 1, So Cal Gas observed an open 1/2" valve on an oil production line operated by Crimson Oil that was releasing gas to atmospheric. SoCal Gas personnel closed and plugged the valve, stopping the release of gas. After closing the valve, SoCal Gas personnel observed that the minor leak on the threaded fitting on the 3" Crimson oil line had not yet been repaired and the rate of the release from the threaded fitting appeared to increase. SoCal Gas again notified Crimson Oil.

5. CONTAINED: I. WATER J. WATERWAY: K. DRINKING WATER IMPACTED INVOLVED: No No No

5. KNOWN IMPACT: None

3. a. INCIDENT LOCATION: 12821 Tampa Ave
b. CITY: c. COUNTY: d. ZIP:
Northridge Los Angeles County 91326 SOUTH COAST AQMD

4. INCIDENT DESCRIPTION:
a. DATE: b. TIME (Military): c. SITE: d. REPORTED CAUSE
05/24/2017 0900 Oil Field Unknown

5. INJURIES F. FATALITY g. EVACUATION h. CLEANUP BY:
No No Unrecoverable

6. NOTIFICATION INFORMATION:
a. ON SCENE: b. OTHER ON SCENE: c. OTHER NOTIFIED:
d. ADMIN. AGENCY: Los Angeles City Fire e. SEC. AGENCY: LACoFD Health Haz-Mat Department
f. ADDITIONAL COUNTY: g. ADMIN. AGENCY:
h. NOTIFICATION LIST:
DOG Unit: RWQCB Unit: 4

AA/CUPA, DFG-OSPR, DTSC, RWQCB, US EPA, USFWS, AIR RESOURCES BD

Photo Attachment:
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